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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214
Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone
3054345276 Copyright 2020 

6-5-2020 Nobel in Medicine Lifestyle Gone Viral in the
USA, not a NY Times Editorial. 

6-5-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-
profit Hospital in Abu Dhabi, in the United Arab
Emirates. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of building 800 Bed hospitals in Saudi
Arabia for VIP Prince, 10,000 of them when 1 Million Pink
women will die at the Mayo Clinic. 

6-5-2020 Nobel in Medicine Lifestyle Gone Viral in the
USA, at Disney Theme Parks USA, Paris. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle tensions as there are no Legal
Polygamous Marriages in the USA, no letters to the editor
or editorials at the NY Times, Why? 
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6-5-2020 Rabbis Lifestyle with 4 Wife's and work building
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of Berlin Nazi's selling the world
Diesel Mercedes; poison gas again. The worlds Rabbis are
Bully's by Trumps Protest to sell more arms to Saudi
Arabia. 

6-5-2020 1 Click Amazon Prime is the only Lifestyle to
save Berkeley and UCLA Campus Lifestyle. 1 Click IP
invention projects with specs and genius Einstein,
Edison, Pasteur tutors 24/7. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of Pentagon Generals with the Riches
of Mecca in MIT Drones and Missiles from Oil $$$ 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of Key West if the Yale Key West
Medical School was built today not bombed by the Navy
Blue Angels in 2011. Lifestyle of pilots bombing
hospitals! 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of the West Point Medical School vs
West Point Lifestyle waiting for Trump to visit the
Grads. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of everyone driving a 2020 Ford
WindmillCAR at West Point. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of Edison the Electrical Engineer with
'Free Electricity' for any and all MRI, CT's, Aluminum
Furnace he invents as a WindmillCAR perk for high
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electric use inventors. 

Link to many fiery wrecks on Greg's web here... 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html

 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon
WindmillCAR's + RV's 

https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill
Car's Click Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at
New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so you
can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you
read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here
************** 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
https://www.amazon.com/Greg-WindCar-Buell-Books/s?k=Greg+WindCar+Buell&i=stripbooks&rh=n%3A283155&s=date-desc-rank&qid=1579280003&ref=sr_st_date-desc-rank
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Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their
iMac and Mac Book Pro Lab $$$ 

6-5-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Driven by Pentagon
Generals is Not Easing Tensions Within the Pentagon. $777
Trillion as proof of War Crimes against the Jewish Exodus
to Sirius and 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jew
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Aliens. Tensions with the George Orwell Pentagon, note
the name change for the Pentagon to "George Orwell
Pentagon" God as the Judge Finds Probable Cause for
Murder Charges that don't cause any Tensions. Rabbis
Exodus, several million light year circle from Earth will
expand like CO2 with Star Wars live Streaming Video of
Aliens once the technology is invented by Einstein. 

6-5-2020 World's Military use of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's
many millions of Pink One's! 

6-5-2020 Luxury Military's From the Inside Out All From
$4 Gas on the 4th of July USA 

6-5-2020 Proud Owners of a Diesel Mercedes; Millions of
Special Olympic kids will be censored from the NY Times
From Page and Editorials. Map of clusters of outbreaks
are classified. Coronavirus Briefing: What Happened
Today. Diesel Birth Defects What Happened today at the
Pentagon is classified. Tensions over Diesel Birth
Defects are classified and censored by the NY Times.
DIESL1 gene — an abnormality not in the New England
Journal of Medicine or the Lancet British Medical
Journals. 

6-5-2020 U.S. Unemployment May Approach 20 Percent when
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR would give the USA full
employment that would cut into the Pentagons Recruiting.
Jobs that pay more than the Pentagon and West Point
Cadets besides the Post Office. Ford WindmillCAR Jobs.
Spin off inventions and accessories from 1 Trillion amps
and volts. Helicopter Combines for figs and cashews
fueled by Windmills and Millions of Pink Breast Cancer
women getting VIP Testing and treatment only a Saudi
Prince Gets at the Mayo Clinic today. 

6-5-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-
profit Hospital in Abu Dhabi, in the United Arab
Emirates. 

6-5-2020 1 Click Amazon Prime is the only way to save
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Berkeley and UCLA. By Claire Bond Potter "The Only Way to
Save Higher Education Is to Make It Free" Prince Salman
made Yale and Harvard free for millions of Saudi Students
with money for sex in New Haven and Boston. None of these
Saudi Students will ever win a Nobel in Medicine. Many
will share a Nobel Peace Prize with Jimmy Carters grand
kids, grin. 

6-5-2020 By Claire Bond Potter "How to Get Several Nobels
in Medicine Awarded in 2020" "The Only Way to Save Higher
Education Is to Make It Free" 

6-5-2020 Moving College to Zoom Puts Class Differences on
Full Display... 

6-5-2020 Moving College to 1 Click Amazon links with
specs and genius Einstein and Edison tutors puts 1,001
Nobels in Medicine on Amazon for the Ruling Class to
escape their 'Universe Cage' for 12 Trillion Galaxies
only on the Ceiling of the Chapel in Rome today. 

6-5-2020 Pentagon Traffic Deaths are Classified. NY
Times; 10 percent increase in speed would, on average,
lead to an increase of about 40 percent in fatal crashes
many fiery wrecks. Stockholm with no Nobel Award said 20
mph world wide would save many fatal crashes when all
fatal crashes would end with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's
F-35 Radar on all cars and roads. Claes Tingvall, a
professor at Chalmers University of Technology in
Sweden!! There are 1.3 million traffic deaths annually!!
There will be No Nobel for No Traffic Deaths in 2021 via
Ford WindmillCAR's. Another 4.2 million deaths attributed
to Diesel Mercedes. Millions of Special Olympic birth
defects were censored by Professor Tingvall in Stockholm
on orders from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

6-5-2020 Immunity from 1.3 million traffic deaths
annually!! 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! 20 MPH 

6-5-2020 Immunity from 1.3 million traffic deaths
annually!! 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! 
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6-5-2020 700,000 Deaths as the world’s arsenal of
antibiotics and antifungal medication lose their ability
to vanquish dangerous pathogens. Same time Pentagons
arsenal of Drones and Missiles have increased by 700,000.
This is not reported by the NY times. Censored Arsenal's
of the World Military's. 

6-5-2020 Arsenal of Rx Recipes needs to be posted of 1
Click Amazon to counter the antibiotics and antifungal
medication that lose their ability to vanquish dangerous
pathogens. This is were 1,001 Nobels in Medicine is made
for the USA arsenal, out in the real world of diseases
and cancers. Not Wars over who gets to sell their oil and
gas when its all illegal hold up loot. 

6-5-2020 Rx Recipe for both Viral and Bacterial
infections will be Discovered at the Yale Key West
Medical School. Not the West Point Medical School, Ha!! 

6-5-2020 Using super computer simulations with specs and
genius Pasteur tutors on 1 Click Amazon links for
treating the mysterious pneumonias and spiking fevers!!
Patients who also had diabetes or hypertension or were
obese died by the thousands when diabetes and Obeseness
would have been cured by Jimmy Carter driving his 1980
Ford WindmillCAR into the Yale New Haven Medical School
with $777 Trillions of Dollars for the Medical School.
All given to Mecca for thousands of Mosque not Medical
Schools. A Sin by Jimmy Carter and Wife. 

6-5-2020 How Young Journalists at the NY Times can Win a
Nobel in Medicine via inventive articles! 

6-5-2020 How Police and FBI CIA Detectives can Win a
Nobel in Medicine via inventive 1 Click Amazon links.
InventBook not Facebook. 

6-5-2020 TV 6 Shows to Stream From Latin America, No, No,
No! Aliens to Stream live from Sirius should be the
article in the NY Times and specs on how to invent this
live streaming. 
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6-5-2020 Nobel in Medicine Lifestyle in the NY Times
Editorials!! You are going to have to write this yourself
as Editors at the NY Times are never going to... Never,
Ever!! 

6-5-2020 How Shakespeare Paperbacks Made Me Want to Be a
Writer. Kings and Plagues of London. Then came George
Orwell in London and Paris. How this made me invent the
2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Then we the rest of the worlds 7
billion people realized the British Empire is still a
'Bully' for 'Riches' they have to rob from the masses of
humanity. British opium Dens in China and BP Oil Gas
Stations in China Today. 

6-5-2020 Today, sliding my finger between the pages of
the faux-croc-bound, gilt-edged Collected Works of
Shakespeare instead of someone's brain between my thumb
and index finger after reading Another Day in the Frontal
Lobe by Dr. Katrina. I know she is doing brain surgery
several times a day, each time touching the mans brain
between her index finger and thumb. My thoughts about
thinking what is the Quark what are the CERN Quark
particles in all these brains that let me get addicted to
Shakespeare instead of becoming a Brain Surgeon. I know
the King must have masterminded this from reading
Shakespeare, grin. Yes, discovered the writer who made me
want to be a writer. Better discover who made my Brain!
Yes, discovered the writer who made me want to be a
writer. Better discover who made my Brain! “To be or not
to be” In Times of CERN gravity of Who and What spin in 4
Top Quarks makes our Brain Think and Remember. Some
Pasteur who learned to think better will give us a
perfect memory Rx Latte at Starbucks. The best part about
reading Shakespeare is rewriting him at the Hemingway
House Writing Class on a iMac OS app that takes us to
CERN quarks and Higgs particles. Awareness that everyone
around him is helping to cover up the new king’s Oil and
WindmillCAR crimes. The nation of his childhood is no
longer a sanctuary. “I could be bounded in a nutshell,
and count myself a king of infinite space,” Hamlet
explains, “were it not that I have bad dreams.” Yes
British Ruling Class have bad dreams thinking the
Universe could be infinite, 12 trillion galaxies become
120 trillion never ending meeting up with empty space.
Horror of this comes to close to God for Queen Elizabeths
crimes at BP Oil. Battered Old Women in London, Queen
Elizabeth or one of her daughters a Dr. Katrina MD Brain
Surgeon Queen MD of the British Empire. Rewrite
Shakespeare and CERN would have proved Higgs Boson lights
up the brain, gives us thoughts. Quarks spin is stronger
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gravity with CERN in Geneva, not London. Battered Old
Women in London, Queen Elizabeth counting 120 Trillion
Galaxies. And $777 Trillion dollars from $4 Gas on the
4th of July USA. By Tana Wojczuk is an editor at Guernica
and the author of the forthcoming biography “Lady Romeo:
The Radical, Revolutionary Life of Charlotte Cushman.” 

6-5-2020 Cataplexy is usually part of another rare
disorder, narcolepsy. By Tana Wojczuk is an editor at
Guernica and the author of the forthcoming Detective
Novel; "Cataplexy is usually part of another rare
disorder, narcolepsy." Vyvanse. And, says the boy’s
mother, it was like a miracle. At school her son had an
attendant who stayed with him throughout the day to keep
him from getting hurt when he fell down during an
episode. And he had lots of episodes — up to 20 every
hour. After he was on the medication for just three days,
she told me, Danny brought home a note from school, which
read: “Dear Mommy, I didn’t have any episodes today.” She
burst into tears. 

6-5-2020 Vyvanse. And, says the boy’s mother, it was like
a miracle. 

6-5-2020 "Vyvanse" A New Best Selling Kindle on Amazon
Prime written by Greg and his 4 Yale MD Wife's on iMac at
the Hemingway House on our Wedding Day with 100's of
other MD's and PhD's. 

Greed Virus in Canada $$$ Canada’s ‘Voice of 4 Girls'
Please God buy me an iMac... 
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Greed Virus in Canada $$$ Canada’s ‘Voice of 4 Girls'
Please God buy me an iMac... 
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6-4-2020 Exodus IP invention projects spelled out with
specs; Going viral on Amazon is much better than the NY
Times and Netflix 

6-4-2020 Diesel Caused Gene Mutations! Going viral on
Amazon is much better than the NY Times and Netflix 

6-4-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders articles on Diesel Caused Gene
Mutations DIESL1. They’d taken Danny to a geneticist
early in their search for a diagnosis, but the genetic
analysis didn’t reveal anything. They went back and asked
the same doctor to test their son again, this time
specifically for the DIESL1 gene — an abnormality unknown
at the time he had his first test. It took two months for
the results to come back: The boy had a mutation in his
DIESL1 gene. DIESL1 is more wide spread than the KCNMA1. 
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iMac Upgrade for Putin and 100 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Staff
and Medical Students all in Video IP invention projects
calls! Paid for by Oil Revenues in the Trillions in a NYC
+ Moscow Bank. 

6-3-2020 BRAC1 KCNMA1 gene mutations... go viral on 1
Click Amazon under IP invention projects with specs and
genius Pasteur tutors is not up and running on Amazon
today. 

6-4-2020 "Jewish Exodus; What Will It Take to Reopen the
World to Travel?" By DAMIEN CAVE Disinfecting luggage at
the airport in Istanbul. Infecting the Swiss Bankers
Vaults with $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot for
Exodus Invention Travels. Not disinfecting luggage at
Istanbul airport. Israel Airports are iMac Computer Labs,
every Army person is working on Travel inventions for the
Jewish Exodus to Sirius and the Rx Recipe cure for every
virus, disease, cancer on Earth. This is what it will
take to open the World to Travel to Exodus not
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disinfecting luggage at the airport in Istanbul. Grin! 

6-4-2020 War and diesel Mercedes exhaust poisoned the air
of 1,001 Nobels for Jewish Exodus inventions for Drones
and Missiles when iMac's by the 100 millions were needed
for Jewish Exodus with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects specs with genius Einstein tutors. 

6-4-2020 Rx Recipes for the all Pink women lost to War's.
Millions and no one protested. 

6-4-2020 Dubai’s giant mall of an airport, all arriving
passengers are now still on their way to the Qatar Trump
Casino's not Star Travel to Sirius or even a Boeing 737
flying into Orbit for 15 minutes and landing in Paris. 

6-4-2020 Exodus Draft in need for MD PhD CERN's not at
Lake Geneva but in Israel. 1,001 virus proliferate the
Israel Army along with diseases and cancers for the Vets
not iMac's @ $15,384 gas money. 

6-4-2020 Exodus scanning the Universe for safer, more
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lucrative, Alien partners with Star Wars Amazon 1 Click
IP invention projects. 

6-4-2020 A study by Taiwanese officials and Stanford
University resulted in how many iMac will be required at
Stanford to save Small Fry Jobs from Breast Cancer. “The
most important thing is for Stanford women is a Rx Recipe
Cure All for Breast Ovary Cancer. Steve Jobs didn't hire
this one but Small Fry Lisa Jobs can. 

6-4-2020 “Until there’s certainty, you’ll have people
saying, ‘I’ll do the Zoom call, or instead of six trips a
year, maybe I’ll do two.’” Maybe a Jew will discover
faster than the speed of light but in the mean time Zoom
live streaming alien videos from Sirius are a faster
invention project. 

6-4-2020 Israel’s Parliament is shut down after a
lawmaker contracted the virus. Maybe a Jew will discover
a Rx Recipe cure all for 1,001 virus. Israel’s Parliament
shut down these Jewish Inventors in a vote for more
Israel's gas stations not iMac's for the Rabbis. 

6-4-2020 Disney World, the French Riviera — will probably
Promote Jewish Exodus Invention projects to Sirius Aliens
sooner 2020 than later 3030. French Riviera's Pink women
rich in money can help buy the Rx Recipes for the Rx Pink
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Latte Cure All at Starbucks French Riviera. 

6-4-2020 "He noted that during World War II, when travel
was severely constricted, great discoveries occurred as
the world’s sharpest minds stayed home and mulled the
universe." WW III with Iran over WHO gets to sell their
Oil is a smart move by a Bone Saw Prince Salman. Trump
will go to war with Iran over selling Oil sooner or
later. Wild Cockatoos Are Just as Smart as Lab-Raised
Ones. Previous research suggested that spending a lot of
time with humans might make animals more innovative.
These birds had another idea. Lab-Raised at CERN and NASA
PhD's should be smarter than a Bone Saw Prince and his
Trump's. 

6-4-2020 Protesters in 140 Cities and Nations, even
Sweden Drive by a fiery wreck on the side of the road. A
cop writing a traffic ticket or Mon Dad 2 kids in Back
safety seats rear ended bursting into flames. Obama
Voices Support for Protesters and Calls for Police
Reform. Conversion Behavioral Therapy like Hell. Jimmy
Carter supported gas stations all his life when he has
driving the 2020 Ford WinmillCAR around his peanut
plantation, a war crime. Add in all the fiery wrecks
Jimmy Carter and his wife have driven by without stopping
to protest this is a crime against humanity. A Sin. 

6-4-2020 London to admit 3 million from Hong Kong in in
reaction to a new security law China is trying to impose
on the semiautonomous city, a former British colony,
would sharply raise the stakes in a developing standoff
and save the life of BP Oil's illegal gas stations in
London and world wide. 
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6-4-2020 "British Military world wide in fiery wrecks.
Deploy Troops. Will the Military Push Back on keeping
fiery wrecks on military bases top secret, Hell No." By
JONATHAN STEVENSON 

6-4-2020 “There are 1.3 million traffic deaths annually,
this means in 2020 When those who wrote this NY Times
article know there would be zero traffic deaths with the
2020 Ford WindmillCAR. By Tanya Mohn. 

6-4-2020 Claes Tingvall, a professor at Chalmers
University of Technology in Sweden and former director of
traffic safety at the Swedish Transport Administration,
who with colleagues go along with this mass murder by
Drunk Road Rage Oil Men Gas Station owners infected with
the Greed Virus of Oil Revenues giving Mecca riches
beyond belief. A war crime. DUI Bar Owners know the 2020
Ford WindmillCAR's Star Wars technology will not let
drunk or drugged drivers drive! Key West bar owner Mark
Rossi might not be the most religious person on the
island but he had no problem thanking the Lord for the
governor announcing Wednesday that his eight bars are
reopening as of Friday. “Thank God,” Rossi exclaimed. DUI
Bar Owners know the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Star Wars
technology will not let drunk or drugged drivers drive! 

6-4-2020 Tiananmen has new BP Oil and Texaco Gas
Stations! $$$ 
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iMac Upgrade for Putin and 100 Million Russians all in
Video IP invention projects calls! Paid for by Oil
Revenues in the Trillions in a Moscow Bank. 

Vladimir Putin chairs a video conference meeting on
dealing with the diesel spill in Krasnoyarsk Antic Circle
Power Plant. Knizhnikov said diesel fuel is lighter than
oil, so it was likely to evaporate rather than sink but
was also “more toxic to clean up”. The Ambarnaya River
that bore the brunt of the spill will be difficult to
clean up because it is too shallow to use barges and the
remote location has no roads, officials told Putin.
Russia’s environment minister, Dmitry Kobylkin, said he
thought burning the fuel, which some are suggesting, was
too risky. “It’s a very difficult situation. I can’t
imagine burning so much fuel in an Arctic territory …
such a huge bonfire over such an area will be a big
problem.” 20,000 tonnes of diesel fuel has spilled into
the Ambarnaya River outside Norilsk. 
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6-4-2020 Gas Stations Multiply Worldwide at Fastest Pace
Yet, Oil Men and Elite World Leaders imposing prescribe
gasoline stations not Rx Pink Latte Recipes for
Starbucks! 

6-4-2020 Invent Ball Game; As Baseball Squabbles Over
Money, It Risks a ‘Disastrous’ Outcome to the Invention
Ball Game hitting a home run to Aliens. Making contact
with Jewish Aliens via Zoom live stream video hits. Going
Viral, or Not, in the Milky Way. iPhone 11 caller ID
tells her the amount of time he watches porn, the base
ball fan. She wants a super hitter pitcher who spends
most of his time working on the Invention Ball Games.
U.S. and Chinese Scientists Trace the Invent Ball Games
wins even before the game starts. Gravity is traced by
U.S. and Chinese Scientists. Which team will win the
Nobel for the Gravity Ball Game? Herds going out to the
ball game. Masterminds of this behavior have been hit by
a invention ball. 

6-4-2020 Trump's West Point Medical School; At least 15
of the graduating cadets who returned to West Point ahead
of President Trump’s commencement speech in June tested
positive for the coronavirus. Question whether the
Generals response to help build the West Point Medical
School will end the virus war world wide? Starbucks West
Point Store has not ordered any Rx Pink Latte's. A war
crime. 
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6-4-2020 All-inclusive $10,000 wedding packages at Star
Wars WindmillCAR's are $777 Trillion dollar and 12
Trillion Galaxies all inclusive wedding packages! 

6-4-2020 Legal Polygamous marriage in the USA and Israel
was a way of circumventing those who will never marry the
Universe as soul mates! Looking at the Universe it was
love at first sight. Star Wars not Wars on Earth. No
ideas to the behavior of so many Aliens in so many
trillions of galaxies and nearby stars but its a better
bet than the Qatar-Trump casino. Frustrated since Jimmy
Carter won the Nobel Peace Prize for $4 gas on the 4th of
July and many Never Ending Wars over the $777 Trillion in
Oil revenues Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy masterminded.
Ambitions of millions will go viral on Amazon 1 Click
links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and
genius Einstein and Pasteur tutors. Paris Notre Dame set
the Church on fire with cigarette butts. But rebuilding
the Church as a Notre Dame Medical School can not be
heard in our Universe. WHO at the UN must obey the laws
of Orwell. 

6-4-2020 1 Click Amazon will get a cause for this KCNMA1
gene mutation too! Going viral on Amazon is much better
than the NY Times and Netflix 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon Prime to; National Institutes of
Health Undiagnosed Diseases Network (U.D.N.) — a program
dedicated to finding answers for patients who did not
have diagnoses after a full investigation. 
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6-3-2020 BRAC1 KCNMA1 gene mutation tools to test like
the Virus testing. Going viral on Amazon is much better
than the NY Times and Netflix to get a new upgraded
testing method. Invention. 

6-3-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-
profit Hospital in Abu Dhabi, in the United Arab
Emirates. 

6-3-2020 Mayo Clinic needed to spend these $100 Billion
on a Genetic Testing Machine!! For this KCNMA1 gene
mutation and (BRCA1 or BRCA2). 

6-3-2020 $100 Billion on a Genetic Testing Machine as
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues are in Swiss Banks today. 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon will get a cause for this KCNMA1
gene mutation too! Going viral on Amazon is much better
than the NY Times and Netflix. 

6-3-2020 They’d taken Danny to a geneticist early in
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their search for a diagnosis, but the genetic analysis
didn’t reveal anything. Putting this IP invention project
on 1 Click Amazon will get a better GA machine invented
that will not miss so many mutations. 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon will get a cause for this KCNMA1
gene mutation too! Going viral on Amazon is much better
than the NY Times and Netflix. 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP with specs for
this test to be a lot more accurate. They’d taken Danny
to a geneticist early in their search for a diagnosis,
but the genetic analysis didn’t reveal anything. They
went back and asked the same doctor to test their son
again, this time specifically for the KCNMA1 gene — an
abnormality unknown at the time he had his first test. It
took two months for the results to come back: The boy had
a mutation in his KCNMA1 gene. 

6-3-2020 Vyvanse, a amphetamine we need the Rx Recipe
posted by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD so we can click on Amazon
prime for specs and genius tutors to get Vyvanes II and
III recipes sooner than later. 

6-3-2020 Dopamin in the brain is increased... dopamine
functions as a neurotransmitter—a chemical released by
neurons (nerve cells) to send signals to other nerve
cells. The brain includes several distinct dopamine
pathways, one of which plays a major role in the
motivational component of reward-motivated behavior. 

6-3-2020 4 Yale MD's in a Polygamous marriage reward-
motivated behavior to win 4 Nobels in Medicine, grin.
Wife Jokes will get more Nobel. 
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6-3-2020 Adderall (amphetamine and dextroamphetamine) and
Vyvanse (lisdexamfetamine) are central nervous system
stimulant medications. They are both approved to treat
ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder). Vyvanse
is not approved for use for children under the age of 6.
Adderall is also approved to treat the sleep disorder
narcolepsy, and Vyvanse is approved by the Food and Drug
Administration to treat binge eating disorder in
individuals over the age of 18. 

6-3-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD needs to write a article on
breast cancer genetic analysis; Even if you don't have
the mutated gene, that doesn't necessarily mean you'll
never get the disease. For example, the majority of
people who develop breast cancer don't have a breast
cancer gene (BRCA1 or BRCA2). Also, genetic testing may
not be able to detect all genetic defects. Dr. Lisa
Sanders MD needs to give us the name of the GA machine
and tell if its made a GE. 

6-3-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD needs to give us a over the
counter - Vyvanse to treat binge eating disorder in
individuals over the age of 18. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD needs
to upgrade her writing to what Rx should be made into
ones over the counter. 

6-3-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-
profit Hospital in Abu Dhabi. A War Crime! 

6-3-2020 iPhone 11 Max Dash cam iTickets 2020 Ford
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WindmillCAR's!! "Fiery Cop Cars on the side of the road
writing a ticket; What do the cops thinks about decades
of these murders by the Saudi Prince and King wanting
more $4 gas on the 4th of July 2020. For Police Officers,
Demonstrations Take a Toll and Test Duty" By MANNY
FERNANDEZ 

Electricity will be free for everyone in the USA to
Invent 1,001 A High Powered Ice Box and MRI's CT's at
Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge! 

6-3-2020 Isolated Abroad, Too. Isolated in the middle of
12 Trillion Galaxies is the Real World Headlines Kerry
would say in this NY Times article... Decades of fiery
wrecks Kerry will not comment on same as Jimmy Carter and
his wife! Utopia no fiery wrecks or even 40K traffic
deaths with the decades of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's driven
long before Trump got into the White House! And Pink 2020
Ford WindmillCAR's drove to the Rx Pink Latte Cure All
for breast cancer decades ago. Cop Car on Fire today...
Ford WindmillCAR's too!! 

6-3-2020 "The Best Way to Eat Grilled Salmon" By MELISSA
CLARK 

6-3-2020 "Amazon Prime is the Best Way to Ship Lox Bagels
with Cream Cheese and Tomato to 1 million, 100 Million
world wide. By MELISSA CLARK Melissa will be writing in
the NY Times Amazon Prime put the Catholic Church Star of
the Sea "Food Banks" long lines of cars out of business.
Thank God!! 



6/5/2020 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat

www.electricwindmillcar.com 25/545

6-3-2020 Exodus Rabbis Drive to Sirius in 2020 Ford
WindmillCAR's passing at faster than the speed of light
Bone Saw Diesel Mercedes Dealerships own by Saudi Arabia,
Exodus Rabbis when they are most vulnerable to Oil
predators. 

6-3-2020 Spiritually, Bone Saw Prince of Saudi Arabia and
Exodus Jew Rabbis are black and white in the
electromagnetic spectrum. Dams and Damned to Hell out in
the Real Universe as Kerry would be written up as saying.
Just wait until we hear from Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

6-3-2020 iPhone 11 Max Dash cam iTickets 2020 Ford
WindmillCAR's!! "Fiery Cop Cars on the side of the road
writing a ticket; What do the cops thinks about decades
of these murders by the Saudi Prince and King wanting
more $4 gas on the 4th of July 2020. For Police Officers,
Demonstrations Take a Toll and Test Duty" By MANNY
FERNANDEZ 

6-3-2020 A source of inspiration for the Exodus Rabbis
will be 4 MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous marriage like
but completely different from Prince Salmans 3 wife's and
his 4th wife a 12 year old girl, Jews will not desire 12
year old girls for a 4th wife like Prince Salman and the
other princes in Saudi Arabia the NY Times will publish
the statistics on how many married 12 year old girls when
the Exodus starts it marriage engine for the Rabbis 4 MD
Wife's from Yale. 


